You are cordially invited to
attend a mystery party…

Hosted by:
____________________________________
You will play the role of:
____________________________________
Date: __________________Time: __________
Scene of the Crime: ____________________
______________________________________
RSVP: ________________________________
For more info: www.YourMysteryParty.com/scarymovie
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INVITED GUESTS
OAKLEY STARR
TICKET TAKER, GRIM VALLEY CINEMA

Oakley Starr is an eccentric ticket taker at the Grim Valley Cinema. Oakley is a huge fan of the horror
genre and is majoring in film studies at Grim Valley College. Friends of Oakley find it hysterical that
Oakley gives names to inanimate objects, such as doors, counters, and plants. Oakley is prone to
tongue clicking when stressed.

BECKETT KING
SCORE KEEPER, GRIM VALLEY REC CENTER

Beckett King has been the official scorekeeper at the Grim Valley Recreation Center since the
age of twelve. Now in college, Beckett still needs the extra cash and keeps score at sporting events
every Saturday. Becket continuously hums a tune and gets annoyed with anyone who fidgets. Beckett is
currently working on a sports medicine degree and hopes to become a high school coach after
graduation from college.

SLOAN SILVER
DOG WALKER

A risk taker who scares easily, Sloan Silver is a community dog walker. Often seen managing five or
more leashes with dogs of all sizes jetting out in all directions, Sloan thinks nothing of a bit of canine
chaos. Sloan wishes to open an official pet sitting business and expand across the city, but has been
too busy with the current list of needy clients.

WILDER DIAMOND
FAST FOOD SERVER

Wilder Diamond is brilliant. A mathematical genius who is always at the top of the class, Wilder is
logical, articulate, and clever. Wilder works at the Moo Shack – a popular burger joint in Grim Valley.
Wilder fidgets when nervous, which often starts spats with the intolerant Beckett King – albeit they claim
to be good friends. Wilder aspires to open a steakhouse one day.

BILLIE VALENTINE
SALES CLERK, BURNING TOPIC

Billie Valentine is an easily-angered retail clerk at Burning Topic – a Gothic clothing store at the Grim
Valley Mall. Billie speaks in acronyms and texting slang and can be difficult to understand. Billie also
spews large words nobody has heard of – but some say that Billie might be making up those words.
Billie aspires to one day be the general manager for a huge retail chain.

REESE WESTBROOK
TRUST FUND KID

Many people refer to Reese Westbrook as Richie Rich, as Reese has a trust fund that would last anyone
five lifetimes. Reese is a loyal, nurturing friend who would do anything for someone in need. Reese is
overly honest – to a fault. If you don’t wish to know the truth – don’t ask Reese! Reese loves to tell jokes
and sometimes performs standup routines at the local comedy club.
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MORGAN BRADY
BLOGGER

Obsessed with the boy wizard movie series, Morgan Brady is a popular lifestyle blogger. Morgan
wears round-rimmed glasses but doesn’t need them, and draws a lightning bolt scar on his/her
forehead. Morgan defends that it’s a conversation starter. Morgan’s blog has over 500K followers. This
blogger makes a great living from online advertisements.

LANE O’HALLORAN
PERSONAL ASSISTANT TO MAYOR BLACK

Lane O’Halloran is the personal assistant to Mayor Black of Grim Valley. Lane insists unicorns are real
and spends more time on social media and texting than with friends in real life. The mayor keeps Lane
busy seven days per week, and it is a rare occasion that Lane gets any free time.

KELSEY POWER
SAT/PSAT TUTOR

Kelsey Power is a nerdy SAT/PSAT tutor. Kelsey was the valedictorian of the senior class and two years
later, has grown an extensive and quite lucrative business tutoring teens on how to pass standardized
college entrance exams. Kelsey gets annoyed easily and is terribly shy – so Kelsey will usually turn
down invitations for parties and other social gatherings.

JULES BAKER
EVENT PIANIST

Jules Baker is a talented event pianist. You can hire Jules for corporate events, private parties, and even
for recorded songs if you need a pianist. A child prodigy, Jules can play any tune by simply hearing it
one time. Jules is currently enrolled in a music program at Grim Valley College. Jules grunts when
agitated and is a terrible liar.

ALEX CULLEN
ACTOR

Alex will argue for hours that aliens exist and that UFOs fly above in the night skies. Alex works for the
Grim Valley Theater – a local playhouse that offers a live dinner theater seven nights a week. Alex is
uber-talented when it comes to drama and usually lands the lead role. Alex has an irrational fear of
insects.

HASKELL STARK
SOCIAL MEDIA GURU

Haskell Stark was always the most popular kid at Grim Valley High with the most social media
followers. Today, Haskell can be hired to boost social media accounts. Haskell loves to tell jokes and
snorts when laughing. Haskell is always working and never sleeps.
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